PRODUCT LEGEND
1. NIPPLE (1" NPT)
2. NUT
3. ISOLATION RING
4. COLLET / WELD FITTING
5. STAINLESS STEEL FLEXIBLE BRAIDED HOSE (1" NOMINAL DIAMETER)
   (LENGTHS AVAILABLE 31", 36", 48", 60", & 72")
6. COLLET / WELD FITTING
7. NUT
8. REDUCING OUTLET (AVAILABLE 1/2" OR 3/4" NPT)
9. CENTER BRACKET ASSEMBLY
10. SQUARE BAR (AVAILABLE IN 24" AND 48" LENGTHS)
11. END BRACKET ASSEMBLY
12. SHEET METAL SCREW
13. VIC-HEQ MECHANICAL-T OUTLET STYLE 822 FIRELOCK (1" NPT)
    SEE VICTAULIC SUBMITTAL NUMBER 10.85

SEE SUBMITTAL 10.85 FOR MAXIMUM TOTAL BENDS

NOTES:
1. REFER TO VICTAULIC SUBMITTAL 10.85 FOR ADDITIONAL DETAILS.
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